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Electroweak signals at the LHC
Maarten Boonekamp
HCP 2009
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Outline
Where we stand – or why W&Z physics is more interesting 
than you think!
Detector performance. W&Z as calibration samples
Their rates and distributions as new windows into the 
proton
Longer term applications
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Schedule
2009
Mostly count on 900 geV
collisions




Hope for ~100 pb-1 at 7 
TeV
W,Z physics already 
interesting
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The ATLAS and CMS detectors
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The ATLAS and CMS detectors
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… expected performance summary
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W and Z production and selection
Selections: lepton(s), 
pT > ~20 GeV; 
MET > ~20 GeV – well 
separated in; 
invariant or transverse 
mass peaks
Expected statistics at 7 TeV:   ~2000 / pb-1 / channel (W)
   ~200 / pb-1 / channel (Z)
Z  y ~u ud dssc cbb  Z
W  y ~u dd uscc s  W
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Detector&reconstruction preparation
Muons: Spectrometer/ID alignment; energy loss in calorimeters
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Detector&reconstruction preparation
Inner detector tracks
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Detector&reconstruction preparation
Calorimetric shower shapes for photon candidates (from cosmic 
muon bremsstrahlung): a test for electron reconstruction
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Detector&reconstruction preparation
MET reconstruction in random trigger events
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W&Z production: status of predictions
Hard process
Exclusive calculation at NNLO QCD: claims <1% redisual scale 
uncertainty (FEWZ)
EWK corrections : WINHAC, HORACE, … small uncertainty; mostly QED 
at and below the W,Z
 PDFs: recent HERA data combination: impressive precision
… on certain flavour combinations!
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Status of predictions
But large uncertainties still!
HERA: F2 constrains  ~ 4(u+c) + (d+s); some heavy quark data. This 
leaves much freedom to W and Z production at hadron colliders
The impact of the strange density
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Status of predictions
Other effects not counted in the quoted PDF uncertainties
Heavy quark mass effects (mc; mb; intrinsic charm?)
Correction ~8%. Stability/convergence? How much uncertainty 
remains?
Evolution (low Q2 data dominate the PDF determination)
→ Confidence interval a bit fuzzy
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Implications for the LHC measurements
Without increased precision, many LHC measurements will be 
dominated by PDF uncertainties
Confidence interval for the measurement will depend on the 
corresponding interval on PDFs
The concept “PDF uncertainty” would need to be extended to include 
the missing sources – if possible!
Contributing LHC data to the PDF determination improves on this
PDFs determined at the scale where they are used
Parton combinations different from HERA and Tevatron:
HERA : F2 ~ 4u + d → u most precise
Tev : ddy (Z) ~ u1u2 + d1d2 → contributes to d
LHC : ddy (Z) ~ u1u2 + d1d2 → constrains the sea
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LHC Measurements
Time (i.e statistics) ordered
W, Z total cross sections
W charge asymmetry; W/Z ratio
Z and W differential cross sections: rapidity, transverse momentum
Towards new physics: jet multiplicities; mass/transverse mass spectra
Physics feedback – ordered: quite different!
Improve PDFs: 
W charge asymmetry
Z and W differential cross sections: rapidity, transverse momentum
Inclusive measurements then provide more useful tests:
W/Z ratio
W, Z total cross sections
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The Z cross section
Selections: 50 pb-1 at 14 TeV (100 pb-1 at 7 TeV)
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Z as calibration tool: scale and resolution
Z lineshape is precisely predicted (not affected by PDF 
uncertainties!) and allows to measure the detector energy scale 
and resolution. Also used in intercalibration
15 pb-1 at 14 TeV:
Or ~30 pb-1 at 7 TeV
Scale to 10-3
Resolution to 5% relative
Application: correct for
detector effects on acceptance 
of kinematic cuts. Residual
systematic uncertainty
negligible
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Z as calibration sample: efficiencies
Statistical precision
14 TeV, 320  regions: 2% for 100 pb-1
At 7 TeV:
200 pb-1 with same granularity
100 pb-1 with 160 regions
Configuration depends on application: 
use in Z measurements requires less 
granularity than in W measurements
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The W cross section
Selections: 50 pb-1 at 14 TeV (100 pb-1 at 7 TeV)
Jet background unknown.
Extracted from data; e.g 
signal-free photon triggers
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What have we learnt at this stage
Uncertainty breakdown:
statistics negligible; efficiency uncertainty will reduce further; 
acceptance uncertainty dominates, largely originates from PDFs, 
and will not shrink without further input
Improve:
Ratios (reduce experimental and/or theoretical uncertainties)
Differential cross-sections to reduce PDF uncertainties 
Luminosity a separate issue – see back-up slides
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W+/W- ratio
Selections: 10 TeV expectation
Systematics on the signal yield
Backgrounds: QCD, top quark pairs
MET, efficiency largely cancel in the ratio
Charge mis-measurement a potential source; found 
negligible
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QCD background estimation
The “ABCD” method
Exploits uncorrelated variables: MET; isolation
Back “measured” to ~20%
MC limited
<1% systematic on signal yield
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W+/W-: result
100 pb-1 at 10 TeV: precision
comparable with CTEQ6
PDF uncertainties
Would deserve to be 
estimated with more recent
PDFs (free strangeness!)
Lower root(s) is here a chance,
as the asymmetry increases
when the W moves towards the 
valence
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Differential cross sections:
the Z rapidity distribution
Selections
Particularly interesting 
when including the 
forward region
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Z rapidity distribution: results
Result and systematics breakdown
As desired: PDF uncertainty is small in this case and good PDF 
sensitivity is obtained
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(Long term) application: 
the W mass measurement
The W mass determination suffers from uncertainties in the W 
rapidity distribution
W and Z are strongly correlated in this respect
Almost entirely in CTEQ61 and other “fixed strangeness PDF sets
Remains true with free strangeness sets




 = spread of y 
distribution in W 
and Z events
ATLAS
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QCD tests: jet multiplicity distribution
Associated W,Z+jets production – an important benchmark to 
understand top backgrounds and Higgs and SUSY signals
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High jet multiplicity predictions
and new physics detection
W+3,4 jets extrapolated 
from the W+1,2 jet rates
(N+1)/N is fairly constant,
and identical in W and Z
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High jet multiplicity prediction 
and new physics detection
New physics (some SUSY point) detected as a deviation from the 
data-driven SM expectation:
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Summary
Uncertainties on W and Z production are larger than commonly 
quoted
“PDF uncertainty” only reflects precision of data
Evolution effects in heavy quark production
Strange PDF has a large influence, particularly at the LHC
Distributions will teach us more than the total cross section 
measurements. W charge asymmetry and Z rapidity distribution 
particularly interesting
Well understood W and Z dynamics pave the way for new physics 
searches, and longer term precision measurements
